Industry-specific information and flexible and intuitive functionality provide the tools and expert analysis needed to monitor the latest regulatory developments and activities.

All research begins with questions. How effectively you find your way to the answers can make all the difference. Compliance professionals must ensure that functional areas receive accurate and timely advice on current and changing legal requirements. State statutes, regulations, and guidance documents hold the answers to insurance compliance questions, but also pose the challenges of sheer volume and variations among jurisdictions.

NILS INsource can help. NILS INsource is a web-based regulatory research tool designed exclusively for insurance compliance professionals. The foundation of a solid compliance program, NILS INSource goes beyond basic research. Our team of compliance experts reads and analyzes every citation, resulting in uniquely indexed content providing greater accuracy and more relevant search results.

Supported by our team of experts who understand the insurance industry, NILS solutions combine proven technology, regulatory content, and the expertise of Wolters Kluwer Financial Services. NILS INsource provides regulatory intelligence and research unique and critical to the business of insurance, ensuring that users get the focused content needed for efficient research and effective compliance.

Now including NILS Hub for faster and easier search

• Easily access and research the most recent information, and monitor legislative and regulatory proposals
• Get search suggestions, conduct faster, more extensive searches, and get smarter, more helpful results
• Find focused and relevant documents by accessing index and title search from automatic search suggestions
• Get index terms related to your search and easily access insurance concepts to find more accurate results
• Use pre- and post-search filters to quickly select insurance regulatory content for jurisdictions, line of business, functions, document types, and what's new to date
• Search within your search results and find targeted regulatory content faster
More than 4,000 insurance professionals and departments in all 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands rely on NILS INsource as a definitive primary content resource.

- **Insurance terminology indexing** helps overcome the challenge of variations that appear in state-specific language, allowing compliance professionals to locate accurate results quickly.
- **Insurance relevant content** eliminates the need for complex source selections when running searches because the database contains only the necessary documents.
- **Email alerts** automate monitoring of key regulatory issues according to the individual preferences of each user.
- **Citation cross-referencing** helps ensure users get the “big picture”, and forms the basis for nearly one million hypertext links between statutes, regulations, and other regulatory publications.
- **Search wizards** guide users to on-target search results so they get the answers needed quickly and easily; flexible search options let users run multi-state searches simultaneously and access previous searches.
- **Dynamic search displays** allow users to fine-tune research and get targeted, precise results, drilling down on key information and quickly locating similar documents.

Available in a variety of subscription options, NILS is supported by a team of experts including industry professionals, insurance attorneys, and former insurance regulators, as the industry-leading provider on insurance compliance issues.

To find out more about NILS INsource, or to request a demonstration, please visit [WoltersKluwer.com](http://WoltersKluwer.com) or contact us at 800.481.1522.